
fayteq is a provider of sophisticated video editing and compositing solutions including digital product 
placement, object extinction, and logo removal. Our patented and award-winning technologies even 
allow for real-time manipulation of live broadcasts. Our innovative solutions in the area of offline and 
real- time video compositing, remove the border between reality and fiction. 

Founded in 2011, fayteq is a dynamic and fast growing company in the technology sector. fayteq offers 
an inspiring environment for great people working on breathtaking new technologies leading to the 
most advanced products and extraordinary experiences. fayteq headquarters are located in Erfurt, the 
capital of Thuringia, right in the center of Germany. 

For expanding our teams in Erfurt and Berlin we are seeking experienced 

Senior Software Engineers 
holding a masters degree in computer science or similar subject. You provide comprehensive experience 
in software development, in particular in programming with C++. Further, you have substantial 
knowhow in one or several of the following areas: 

• Computer vision (object recognition, tracking, mapping, model building) 
• Image and video processing (segmentation, inpainting, compositing) 
• Global illumination (photometric registration, photorealistic rendering) 
• Implementation of real-time applications 

While the primary communication language within our company is German, you feel comfortable 
speaking and writing in English frequently. You can demonstrate working results autonomously, 
provide sophisticated communication skills, and the ability to work in teams. 

Join our core development team and participate in the development of new and innovative 
technologies allowing for astonishing visual effects. As a senior software engineer you will be 
responsible for the development and exploration of specific technological aspects from the areas 
above, enabling them for future integration in our products. Depending on your individual skills and 
previous experience you will work on cutting edge technologies autonomously or heading a project 
team.  

For questions regarding the vacant position, please contact us at career@fayteq.com 

Please send your application (in German or English) including your CV, references, and copies of all 
relevant documents as PDF by email. Supplementary material illustrating your track record is most 
welcome. Please clearly state your earliest possible date of employment when applying. 
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